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About Us

Ter Molen Watkins & Brandt Clients 
and Consultants

TW&B is nationwide fundraising consulting 

firm. All our consultants have senior-level 

experience as front-line fundraisers and 

managers, averaging two decades of 

experience. We focus on helping advancement 

staff grow and be ready to address new 

challenges by the end of our engagement.
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TW&B Facilitators for Today’s Conversation

Amy Funk, Senior Vice President Don Souhrada, President & CEO
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Part One:  General Strategies

Retention/Renewal is the Goal

Top Priority – Existing 
Donors

Second Priority- Your 
Community

Last Priority – New or 
Unconnected Prospects
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#1 Analyze Your Finances

Take stock of your organization’s balance sheet to understand how 

much funding is needed - and when. 

• Analyze the fiscal status of your organization, including (1) anticipated decreases 

in revenue such as from lost ticket sales, (2) reductions in expenditures that may 

result from cancellation of events, and (3) whether you have any reserves that 

can tide your organization through this crisis. 

• Because most nonprofit organizations operate on very thin margins, it is 

important for lots of reasons to develop scenarios that describe the immediate, 

near-term, and long-term impact on your organization. 

• These scenarios will provide helpful information as you prepare your staff and 

Board alike. 
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#2 Include Your Stakeholders in Your Crisis 
Communications
Let your community know what’s happening and why your case is                

STILL important. 

• Your donors, patrons, and volunteers definitely have a stake in your organization 

and your response to the crisis. Keep them informed and aware. 

• Remind them of the difference your organization makes (impact) to the larger 

community and how the usual outcomes are being altered in these uncertain 

times. 

• Keeping them up to date maintains trust and equips them to be your advocates 

in the community. 

• Use a variety of tools — not just words — to share your impact such as 

infographics, stories, photos, and video. Think of ways to showcase your mission 

through these communication approaches.
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#3 Hold Your Donors Close – Community Matters

• Now more than ever, help your donors stay 

connected – literally and virtually. Relationships and a 

sense of community are especially important as 

people isolate themselves for the duration of this 

crisis. 

• Be creative about alternative program delivery. Think 

about options this digital age makes available, e.g. 

virtual performances, online training, behind the 

scenes tours on YouTube, and "condensed" events. 

Remember that donors may be re-assessing their charity – you want 
to be front of mind & heart. 
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#4 Don’t Stop Fundraising

People will still give in times of crisis. 

• Make an informed case to all of your donors and ask for their continued support.

• Where appropriate, ask them to increase their giving. We know from experience 

that some donors stop giving in a crisis—but others step up. 

• Keep your message personal—communicate what cancelling an event or 

program means to the staff who depend financially upon your organization and 

to people who rely on the programs and services your organization provides. 

• Ask your Board to lead by example and endorse your message to other donors 

and institutional funders.
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#5 Rethink Your Upcoming Events 

Decide on a case by case basis – and communicate. 

• Do a cost-benefit analysis to determine whether upcoming events should be 

postponed, held remotely, or canceled entirely. 

• Review contracts with vendors and review (or purchase) insurance policies for all 

of your scheduled events. 

• If you do decide to do a virtual event, our clients have found:

✓ Get your board involved — their participation is the most important 
factor

✓ Engage on social media through activities and boosted posts

✓ Utilize an online platform for all your auctions/bids/communication

✓ Be sure to get good contact information from your participants

✓ Let people know what the schedule of events is and have it culminate in 
a large scale fundraiser, such as a virtual paddle raise

✓ Keep reporting results in real-time
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#6 Take the Long View

Eventually, this will also pass.

• It can be easy to panic and focus on the short term but taking a more strategic 

approach usually pays off. 

• Focus on maintaining and building relationships with all of your donors. You will 

need their support when we’re on the other side of this pandemic. And some 

may be inclined to increase their giving as they see how you relate to them now. 

• Take this opportunity to reach out and keep them informed.  After days of social 

distancing, they just may be ready to welcome your personal phone call.

• Keep it personal--handwritten notes, phone calls, personalized emails always 

matter, but even more so when we face difficulties. 

• And remember we’re all in this together. It’s not just your organization dealing 

with this pandemic—your donors are, too.
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Part Two: Q & A Session
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Question One: Corporate Giving

Board members are key.

• Nonprofits ARE still getting corporate gifts, even event sponsorships.

• As in other fundraising climates, these are board driven. 

• New gifts are unlikely – focus on stewarding and renewing existing 

relationships.

• Unless you have a board member or large donor as your contact, 

corporate giving is not a good investment of your time. 
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Question Two: Foundation Giving

Stewardship and retention are critical.

• Foundations will likely focus their energy on their core grantees.

• Keep in communication with your existing grantors about your 

organization so you are top of mind. 

• Reach out to them if you need to redirect previously restricted funds to 

help with COVID-19 response. 

• Funders will keep funding arts, education, etc. – those priorities still 

matter to the Chicago community. 

• For now, emergency funding is limited to organizations providing 

immediate, front line services.  
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Contact Us

Don Souhrada
President & CEO
dsouhrada@twbfundraising.com 
224.999.8012

Amy Funk 
Senior Vice President 
afunk@twbfundraising.com
847.644.0983

Visit blog.twbfundraising.com to read our 
advice on coronavirus and fundraising, 
along with many other topics. 

Find Us On


